East campus to get new kitchens

By Tony Zamparutti

Five Simplex land plans presented

By Tony Zamparutti

By Jay Glass

MIT alumnus sues MBTA for driver's negligence in beating

By Tony Zamparutti

The case was filed in September 1975, but is only now reaching court, "civil cases usually take longer than criminal" to reach trial, explained Swede: "It's not an excessive waste of time."

Ralph added a word on the bus to extinguish her cigarette and then asked the driver to stop her from smoking, he claimed in a statement to Wilson. The woman and a man assailant not addressed from the bus for about two minutes, stated Ralph.

During the whole time that this incident took place ... the bus driver did absolutely nothing," Ralph contended. "He had not stopped the woman from lighting a cigarette or stopped her attack on me which not only hurt me, but caused me injuries as well. ... Until the event was almost over, the driver had not opened the door to let me or anyone else escape.

An interview with James D. Burnham, Special Assistant to the Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisors. Page 11.

A baseball season and an era — both come to a close. Page 16.